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Season’s greetings

On behalf of the UFUA’s elected
officers, we extend season’s
greetings to all Members. Thanks
for your support for the Union in
2009; here’s to a safe, secure and
rewarding 2010.
Peter Marshall
UFUA National
Secretary

Mick Farrell
UFUA National
President

The impact of climate change will be significant for Australia in the coming decades and firefighters
will be at the front line in the battle. Unfortunately, state and national governments – and fire
authorities – are challenging the resourcing and industrial conditions that enable firefighters to
protect the community and do the job safely. In times like this the Union is your best protection.

Vale Steve Rodman
UFUA National Website
It’s a good spot to visit. New stories
are posted regularly and it’s also
the place to download the Union’s
national newsletters and The
Australian Firefighter Magazine.

Australian FireFighter
There is more Union news, plus
feature stories, sport, travel,
food and Sir Murray Rivers in the
new edition of The Australian
Firefighter Magazine. It’s out
now – don’t miss it.
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Aviation firefighter and UFU member Steve Rodman was
stationed at the Hobart airport for more than twenty years
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Mick Farrell. Earlier this
from newspapers, adding
month Aviation firefighters
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were shocked to hear the
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garage. Steve will be sadly missed.”

